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Identifying Haptic Exploratory Procedures by
Analyzing Hand Dynamics and Contact Force
Sander E.M. Jansen, Wouter M. Bergmann Tiest, and Astrid M. L. Kappers
Abstract— Haptic exploratory procedures (EPs) are prototypical hand movements that are linked to the acquisition of specific
object properties. In studies of haptic perception, hand movements are often classified into these EPs. Here, we aim to
investigate several EPs in a quantitative manner to understand how hand dynamics and contact forces differ between them.
These dissimilarities are then used to construct an EP identification model capable of discriminating between EPs based on
index finger position and contact force. The extent to which the instructed EPs were distinct, repeatable and similar across
subjects was confirmed by showing that more that 95% of the analyzed trials were classified correctly. Finally, the method is
employed to investigate haptic exploratory behavior during similarity judgments based on several object properties. It seems
that discrimination based on material properties (hardness, roughness, and temperature) yields more consistent classification
results compared to discrimination based on the acquisition of shape information.
Index Terms— haptic perception, touch, exploratory movements, material properties

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
HE human hand is used for perception as well as
manipulation of the world around us. By interpreting
signals from pressure-sensitive, thermal, and
kinesthetic sensors it is possible to retrieve
information from the environment and act accordingly.
At the same time, active movement of the hand and
fingers enables dynamic exploration of different aspects
of the environment.
Studies
investigating
this
perception-action
relationship in the visual modality have proposed a
strong link between the type of eye-movements made by
observers and the information they intend to perceive [1,
2]. Furthermore, gaze supports hand movement planning
by marking key positions to which the ﬁngertips or
grasped object are subsequently directed [3].
With respect to active haptic exploration, Lederman
and Klatzky proposed a construct called an Exploratory
Procedure (EP). They defined this as a “stereotyped
movement pattern having certain characteristics that are
invariant and others that are highly typical” [4].
Furthermore, these EPs appear to be linked to specific
object dimensions. They propose the following EP – object
property relations where each EP is optimal for
investigation of that property: contour following for local
shape; pressure for compliance; lateral motion for
roughness; static contact for temperature; unsupported
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holding for weight; and enclosure for global shape. Even in
very young infants rudimentary versions of these EPs
have been found [5].
By combining these EPs, observers can perceive a
multitude of object properties, which enable object
recognition. It has been shown that blindfolded observers
are capable of identifying common 3D objects with near
perfect accuracy within a 2-second interval [6].
In addition to the type of requested object property
(e.g., estimation of roughness or compliance), its
magnitude influences hand dynamics and forces. Smith
and colleagues [7] conclude that during active exploration
with the fingertip, tangential finger speed, normal contact
force, and tangential shear force, are optimally adjusted
depending on the surface friction. In addition, Tanaka et
al. [8] observed a distinction in the applied normal force
between exploration of rough and smooth surfaces. The
latter yielded larger mean contact forces as well as greater
variation within a trial. Furthermore, Kaim and Drewing
[9] showed that people vary the movement parameters of
an EP to optimize performance. More specifically, they
observed increased speed and decreased force for soft
stimuli compared to hard ones.
A thorough understanding of human haptic
perception in general and EPs in particular may benefit
domains such as medicine [10], [11], teleoperations [12],
touchscreens for mobile devices [13], and data
presentation [14]. Moreover, the development of
sophisticated anthropomorphic robotic hands requires
knowledge from human haptic perception. Interestingly,
the reverse is also true; robotic platforms can be used to
develop and test theories of haptic perception because of
their ability to reproduce movement and forces in a
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precise and repetitive manner [15, 16].
Following this reasoning, Fishel and Loeb [17] propose
a
Bayesian
exploration
approach
for
texture
discrimination by an artificial finger. Properties of
different textures were identified by performing different
human-like sliding movements (combinations of normal
force and velocity). The pattern of these properties for a
specific texture was then used to identify it among others.
Our general goal is to better understand human
behavior during active haptic exploration. What do
people do in order to extract relevant information from
the external world by touch? And subsequently, why do
we behave in such a way? Moreover, we would like to
study this behavior quantitatively.
The aim of the present study is twofold. First, we will
empirically analyze several EPs to determine how they
differ from one another. The second aim is to investigate
if these differences can be used to construct a simple EPidentification model that is capable of classifying EPs that
are performed in isolation. This method should be able to
correctly identify a given EP for different stimuli and
different people. For example, the hand movements for
the contour following EP might differ between
participants and stimulus shapes. Nevertheless, certain
characteristics of this behavior remain invariant, which
can allow for correct classification. By employing optical
motion tracking and contact force registration, we will
investigate behavioral patterns that can be used to
identify possible EPs.
The remainder of this paper is organized in three parts.
First we will investigate how hand dynamics and contact
force differ between several EPs. In order to select
variables that can be used to discriminate between EPs, it
is necessary to first investigate how they are affected as a
function of the EP that is performed. This analysis is
based on data of the first half of the participant group.
In the second part, we propose a method that is
capable of identifying EPs performed in isolation (for
different people and different objects) based on the results
of the analysis in part I.
In the final part, applicability of the method is assessed
during similarity judgment tasks of several object
properties.

2 PART I: ANALYSIS OF HAND DYNAMICS AND
FORCES

In this first part, we will investigate hand dynamics and
forces during the execution of several EPs. The following
EPs are investigated: contour following (CF), pressure (PR),
lateral motion (LM), static contact (SC), and enclosure (EN).
This task was always executed at the end of the session.
The first two tasks of the session consisted of haptic
discrimination tasks (which will be discussed in part III).
This order of the tasks was chosen because it was not
preferable that participants noticed the explicit link
between an EP and its matched object property.
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Therefore, they were first given the discrimination tasks
after which they conducted the instructed EP movements.

2.1 Methods
Participants
Eight participants (five male) took part in the experiment.
Their mean age was 24 years (SD = 4). Seven of them
were strongly right-handed, while one showed moderate
right-handedness according to Coren’s test [18]. All
followed the same experimental procedure. Data from all
participants was used for the model evaluation (discussed
in section 3.3). However, only the data of the first four
participants (three male) was used for the empirical
analysis. This enabled classification of both ‘old’ and
‘new’ participants, which is required for testing
generalizability of the method.
Experimental Materials
Stimuli - During each trial, participants were presented
with a stimulus on which they had to perform an
instructed EP. Each stimulus was attached to an MDF
board (150 × 150 × 8 mm) that was placed on a digital
weighing scale in front of the participant. Irrespective of
the material and shape, all stimuli were produced to have
a flat surface, raised approximately 15 mm from the MDF
board. Moreover, four stimuli per EP where chosen such
that they offered variation on the dimension assumed to
be linked to that EP. For example, the stimuli presented
during the LM trials, varied in roughness and CF stimuli
varied in local shape. Table 1 describes the presented
stimulus for each of the different trials and Figure 1
shows a top view photograph of each.
Table 1
Stimuli used during the different trials

EP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CF
CF
CF
CF
PR
PR
PR
PR
LM
LM
LM
LM
SC
SC
SC
SC
EN
EN
EN
EN

Stimulus
Shape
square
circle
triangle
irregular
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
circle
triangle
irregular

Material
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
brass
hard PE foam
semi-hard PE foam
soft PE foam
coarse sandpaper
semi-fine sandpaper
fine sandpaper
hard plastic
brass
hard plastic
hard PE foam
coarse sandpaper
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam

CF = contour following, PR = pressure, LM = lateral motion, SC = static
contact, EN = enclosure.
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markers and the applied force on the stimulus were
recorded during the execution. At the end of each trial,
the participant was instructed to move the hand back to
the starting position. Fig. 2 shows video stills of the
execution of different EPs.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig 1. Stimuli used during the different trials. Each row shows the
four stimuli used per EP. From top to bottom: CF, PR, LM, SC, and
EN. See Table 1 for a description of each stimulus.

Apparatus - An NDI Optotrak Certus system was used to
record 3D positional data of 6 infrared emitting diodes
placed on the right hand and wrist. The position of these
markers in a global coordinate system was recorded with
a sample rate of 200 Hz. The marker locations are shown
in Fig. 2f. In addition, a Mettler Toledo digital weighing
scale (type SPI A6) was used to record the contact force
applied to the stimulus surface. Force data were collected
using LabVIEW 9.0 (update rate of 14 Hz).

Design and Procedures
Participants gave informed consent after which they were
blindfolded and the optical markers were attached.
Participants were instructed to perform the movement, as
they felt best matched each of the following verbal
descriptions:
“Contour following”(CF)
“Pressing” (PR)
“Rubbing” (LM)
“Static contact” (SC)
“Enclosing” (EN)
Every EP was tested with four different stimuli. This
resulted in a total of 20 trials that were performed in
random order. Prior to each trial, the right hand was
positioned at a starting point to the right of the target
stimulus. The experimenter verbally announced the EP
that was to be performed. This was the cue for the
participant to start the trial. Both the position of the

Fig 2. Video stills of a participant performing the different EPs:
contour following (a), pressure (b), lateral motion (c), static contact
(d), and enclosure (e). Panel f indicates the markers' locations.

Data Analysis
Using Matlab (version R2011b), raw marker positional
data were processed as follows. First, missing data (due
to temporary occlusion) were linearly interpolated.
Second, all data were rotated such that the x and y-axes
were aligned with the table and the z-axis pointed
upward. Third, data were filtered by applying a low-pass
second-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of
6 Hz.
Subsequently, for each trial, the positional and force
data were synchronized. This was done by defining the
starting moment in both data streams. For the positional
data this moment was defined as the local minimum in
the z-direction following the descent of the hand to the
stimulus location. For the force data this was defined as
the first moment at which the recorded force differed
from zero. The end of a trial was determined by the local
minimum in the z-direction directly preceding the
repositioning to the starting location.
Following this general data processing, several
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2.2 Results
Fig. 3 shows the magnitude of each variable as a function
of EP. Table 2 represents the accompanying pairwise
comparisons.
Mean speed of the index finger
Mean speed differed between EPs, F(4, 12) = 15; p < 0.001.
Pairwise comparison revealed that both the contour
following and lateral motion EPs yield higher mean
speeds compared to the other EPs.
Maximum force applied to the stimulus
The maximum force applied to the stimulus surface
differed between EPs, F(4, 12) = 16; p < 0.001. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that the pressure EP yields a higher
maximum force compared to the other EPs.
Size of the exploration area
The size of the exploration area differed between EPs,
F(1.2, 3.6) = 0.3; p < 0.01. Pairwise comparison revealed
that during execution of the contour following EP, the
explored area was larger compared to the other EPs.
Mean distance from the center
Mean distance between the index fingernail and the
center of the stimulus differed between EPs, F(4, 12) = 31;

Mean pitch angle of the index finger
Mean
pitch
rotation
differed
between
EPs,
F(4, 12) = 5.0; p = 0.013. Pairwise comparison revealed
that the enclosure EP yields a larger mean pitch angle
compared to the static contact EP.
45

Maximum force (N)

0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.0

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

CF PR LM SC EN
Exploratory Procedure

70

5.5

60

5.0

Mean distance (cm)

Mean speed (m/s)

0.14

Exploraon area (cm²)

For each EP, the data of the four trials were averaged to
construct a single data point for each EP. Next, for each of
the measures, a separate one-way ANOVA was
performed. Whenever the sphericity assumption was
violated (as indicated by Mauchly’s test), a GreenhouseGeisser correction was applied. Pairwise comparisons
were conducted using Bonferroni corrections. All
statistical analyses were performed with STATISTICA 8.0
and significance levels for all analyses were set at 5%.

p < 0.001. Pairwise comparison revealed that both the
contour following and enclosure EPs yield larger
distances compared to the other EPs.

50
40
30
20
10
0

CF PR LM SC EN
Exploratory Procedure

Mean pitch angle (deg)

measures were extracted for each trial. These were chosen
based on their presumed ability to discriminate between
EPs.
1) Mean speed (m/s) was calculated for the marker
placed on the index finger nail. It is defined as the
length of the traversed path in the x-y plane divided
by the duration of the trial.
2) Maximum force (N) is defined as the largest force
that was applied normal to the stimulus surface.
3) The size of the explored area (cm2) is defined as the
smallest 2-D convex hull that contains the path
traversed by the index finger in the x-y plane over
the duration of the trial.
4) Mean distance (cm) was calculated between the
marker placed on the index finger nail and the
center of the bounding box surrounding the
stimulus.
5) Mean pitch rotation of the index finger was
calculated as the mean angle (deg) made by the line
connecting the markers placed on the index finger
with the horizontal plane.

4

CF PR LM SC EN
Exploratory Procedure

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
0.0

CF PR LM SC EN
Exploratory Procedure

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

CF PR LM SC EN
Exploratory Procedure

Fig 3. Variable magnitude as a function of EP: contour following
(CF), pressure (PR), lateral motion (LM), static contact (SC), and
enclosure (EN). Error bars represent standard error.

2.3 Discussion
In this first part, we investigated how hand dynamics and
forces differ between the following EPs: contour following
(CF), pressure (PR), lateral motion (LM), static contact (SC),
and enclosure (EN). Based on their qualitative descriptions
[4], we expected differences in hand dynamics and forces
between these EPs. These will be discussed here
individually.
First, it was expected that the mean speed of
movement is higher during CF and LM compared to the
other EPs. Indeed, the results support this hypothesis.
Both CF and LM require movement of the hand (and
subsequently, the index finger). Alternatively, during the
execution of the other EPs (i.e., PR, SC, and EN),
movement in the x-y plane was minimal.
Second, it was expected that during execution of PR, a
large force would be applied. The results indicate that this
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was indeed the case. Also, a substantial force was
registered during execution of EN. However, this did not
differ significantly from the other EPs.
Table 2
p-values for pairwise comparisons for each variable (CF = contour
following, PR = pressure, LM = lateral motion, SC = static contact,
EN = enclosure)

Mean speed

Maximum force

PR LM SC EN
CF
PR
LM
SC

*

n.s

**

*

*

n.s n.s

** **
n.s

PR LM SC EN
CF
PR
LM
SC

Exploration area

** ** ** **
n.s n.s n.s
n.s n.s
n.s

n.s n.s n.s

** ** *
n.s n.s
n.s

Mean distance

PR LM SC EN
CF
PR
LM
SC

**

PR LM SC EN
CF
PR
LM
SC

** ** **

n.s

n.s n.s

**
**
**

n.s

Mean pitch

description [4] this was characterized as follows: ‘the
fingers quickly rub back and forth across a small
homogeneous area of the surface; interior surfaces are
explored rather than edges’. However, we observed that
there are many ways to ‘rub’ a surface. In addition to
quickly moving back and forth, the following movements
were displayed when instructed to rub the surface:
1) Moving the index finger in circles.
2) Moving in one direction while in contact with the
surface and in the opposite during finger lift.
3) Rubbing slowly while applying a substantial force.
Observing these different types of lateral motion is in
accordance with a recent study by Nagano and colleagues
[19] who differentiate between “stroking” and
“scrubbing” based on the force applied to the material
(small vs. large force). However, all of these movements
share invariant aspects of LM.
The challenge in constructing an EP identification
model is to recognize all these behaviors as belonging to
the same EP class despite of variance in execution. For the
other EPs, participants also varied in their behavior, but
this was less prominent than during LM.
Overall, the current analysis indicates that the five
variables proposed here are very well suited for inclusion
in a model that is capable of recognizing EPs based on
index finger position and force data. In the next part of
this paper, we will propose such a model.

PR LM SC EN
CF n.s n.s n.s n.s
n.s n.s n.s
PR
n.s n.s
LM
SC
*
* = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; n.s = p > 0.05

Thirdly, the explored area was expected to be larger
during CF than each of the other EPs because this
required the index finger to move over the outer edge of
the stimulus. As a result, the explored area approximated
the size of the stimulus. The analysis confirmed this.
Next, it was expected that the mean distance between
the index finger and the center of the stimulus was larger
during CF and EN compared to the other EPs. This was
confirmed by the analysis. During CF and EN the index
finger is required to be positioned on top or over the edge
of the object. For the other EPs, this is not a necessity.
Finally, the mean pitch angle of the index finger with
the object surface was expected to be larger during EN
than during the other EPs. The results indicate that
indeed, EN yields the largest pitch angle. However, this
was found to be significantly different only from SC.
The five EPs yield different combinations of hand
dynamics and forces. Interestingly, the observed behavior
differed somewhat from the original descriptions of the
EPs. The most prominent example is LM. In the original

3 PART II: CONSTRUCTION OF AN EP
IDENTIFICATION MODEL

3.1 Behavioral profiles
The results obtained in part I will be used to construct an
model that is capable of classifying unknown exploratory
behavior into one of the EPs.
When combining the variable scores for hand
dynamics and forces, it is possible to formulate
behavioral profiles capable of discriminating between
EPs. For instance, LM and EN can be differentiated as
follows:
1) Mean speed – very high (LM) vs. very low (EN).
2) Maximum force – small (LM) vs. medium (EN).
3) Exploration area – small (LM) vs. very small (EN).
4) Distance from the center – medium (LM) vs. very
large (EN).
5) Pitch angle – medium (LM) vs. very large (EN).
3.2 Model proposal
Normalized variable scores are the means for each EP (see
Fig. 3) divided by the mean value for that variable. The
model we propose simply compares the observed profile
for a given trial to each of the prototypical EP profiles.
Whichever yields the least deviation (as calculated by the
sum of squares) is assumed to be the EP that was actually
performed by the participant.
In order to calculate the deviation, each observed
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variable is quantified to a normalized score similar to the
ones for the EP profiles. They are the original values (i.e.,
mean speed, max force, etc.) for a given trial divided by
that person’s mean value for that variable (see Table 3).
Finally, for each single trial, a deviation score is calculated
for each EP by summing the squared deviations of each
observed variable score from the predicted score for that
EP. Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation of this
procedure. In the top left panel, data from a given trial is
represented as a combination of normalized variable
scores. The remaining panels show comparisons between
this observed behavior and the prototypical profiles
based on the data shown in Table 3. In this example, the
observed behavior is classified as contour following.

respect to the amount of errors (3 vs. 4).
Furthermore, for six out of seven errors, the model did
identify the instructed EP as the second best. As a
consequence, the success rate of the classification might
be improved by adding a second stage in which the two
best scoring (least deviating) EPs are compared in more
detail. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Overall, we find the predictability of the model to be
sufficient for an investigation of the relation between
object properties and EPs. In the next part, we will
investigate hand dynamics and forces during an object
property discrimination task. Application of the EP
identification model could lead to a more thorough
understanding of the haptic perception of object
properties.

Table 3
Variable scores for each of the following EPs: contour following (CF),
pressure (PR), lateral motion (LM), static contact (SC), and enclosure
(EN). Values are normalized to the mean for each variable.

CF
PR

speed

force

area

distance

pitch

1.95

0.21

4.30

1.37

1.26

0.33

2.65

0.04

0.75

1.08

LM

2.54

0.40

0.66

0.71

0.69

SC

0.06

0.44

0.00

0.56

0.58

EN

0.13

1.29

0.00

1.61

1.38

3.3 Model evaluation
This section describes the evaluation of the proposed EP
identification model. The typical EP profiles are based on
data gathered from the first half of the participants (group
A), but not the second (group B). Therefore, the
evaluation of the predictive quality of the model will be
tested for both groups separately.
Each participant performed all 20 trials (see Table 1).
Index finger position and force data were collected as
described in section 2.1. Table 4 shows confusion matrices
indicating the response frequency for each combination of
instructed and predicted EP.
The results indicate that the proposed EP identification
model correctly identified > 95% of all trials, which is well
above chance level (i.e., 20%). There were seven errors in
total, six of which consisted of PR and SC trials
erroneously classified as EN procedures. During three PR
trials, it seems that participants applied a medium force
near the edge of the stimulus instead of the expected large
force near the center. The three SC trials classified as EN
were the result of using the palm instead of the fingers to
establish contact with the stimulus. The large distance to
center and low mean speed caused the model to pick EN
as the best classification in that case. In addition, there
appears to be no difference between groups A and B with

5

observed behavior

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

speed force

area distance pitch

pressure

5

0

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

5

speed force

area distance pitch

static contact

0

4

3

3

2

2

1

1
speed force

area distance pitch

speed force

0

area distance pitch

lateral motion

speed force

area distance pitch

enclosure

5

4

0

contour following

speed force

area distance pitch

Fig 4. An example of the classification procedure. The top left panel
shows the profile of the observed variable scores for a given trial.
The other five graphs represent comparisons between that observed
profile and the expected profile for each EP. Black areas indicate the
deviations between both profiles. Whichever EP yields the least total
deviation (by sum of squares) is assumed to be the one that was
performed by the participant (i.e., contour following in this case).

4 PART III: HAPTIC DISCRIMINATION OF OBJECT
PROPERTIES

In this last part, we aim to apply the classification method
to a haptic discrimination task where stimuli are
compared based on certain object dimensions. The goal
here is to evaluate the use of the proposed EP
identification model during a haptic discrimination task.
This can be done by analyzing the consistency of the
classification over different stimuli pairs and people.
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Table 4
Confusion matrices for EP classification
Group A
predicted EP
CF

PR

LM

SC

EN

total

CF

16

0

0

0

0

16

PR

0

14

0

0

2

16

LM

0

0

16

0

0

16

SC

0

0

0

16

0

16

EN

0

1

0

0

15

16

total

16

15

16

16

17

80

instructed EP

Group B
predicted EP
instructed EP

CF

PR

LM

SC

EN

total

CF

16

0

0

0

0

16

PR

0

15

0

0

1

16

LM

0

0

16

0

0

16

SC

0

0

0

13

3

16

EN

0

0

0

0

16

16

total

16

15

16

13

20

80

Group A consists of four participants whose data was used for the analysis
in part I. Group B consists of four new participants. Values within the
diagonal outline indicate correct classification.

4.1 Methods
Participants
All eight participants took part in the experiment.
However, due to a technical failure, data of one
participant were only partly recorded. Therefore, this
participant was excluded from the analysis.
Experimental setup and design
As mentioned earlier, this investigation was always
executed before the instructed EP session (described in
part I). The setup was very similar to that described in
part I. However, instead of performing the EP instructed
by the experimenter, participants were now required to
make similarity judgments for stimulus pairs based on a
given object dimension. The five possible dimensions
were: hardness, roughness, temperature, global shape, and
local shape. It should be noted here that for both the global
and local shape conditions, the instruction was to
discriminate the stimuli based on “shape”.
Each trial started with the participant’s right hand on
the starting position. After the experimenter announced

the object dimension that was to be examined, the hand
moved to the first stimulus to explore it. Whenever the
participants felt that they established a good percept of
the required dimension, they moved their hand to the
second stimulus to investigate if it was equal or different
regarding that particular dimension. Participants were
not allowed to move back and forth between stimuli. As
soon as (in)equality was assessed, a verbal response was
given stating either “equal” or “different” while the hand
moved back to the starting position.
Each of the object dimensions was tested with four
different stimulus pairs, resulting in 20 conditions. Table
5 shows the required dimension and both stimuli per
trial. All trials were randomized within a session and
each participant was tested during two sessions.

Data analysis
Data of the exploration of the first stimulus were
analyzed, but not of the second. Initially, it was unknown
to the participants what to compare the first stimulus to.
Consequently, they were required to extract the
dimension information as detailed as possible. The fast
response made after brief exploration of the second
stimulus constitutes a discrimination task where salient
object properties can evoke a rapid response, even when
this feature is encountered accidently. For example,
perceiving a corner at initial finger placement
immediately results in the conclusion that the stimulus is
not circular in shape, even though that movement was
not made to establish shape information. This makes the
exploration of the second stimulus less suitable for our
analysis. The end of the exploration of the first stimulus
was defined as the moment of a local minimum in
elevation of the marker on the index finger nail preceding
its ascent and subsequent movement to the second
stimulus. For each trial, analysis of index finger position
and force data was performed as described in section 2.1
and EP classification was accomplished via the method
explained in section 3.2.
Table 5
Stimulus pairs used during each trial
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

hardness
hardness
hardness
hardness
roughness
roughness
roughness
roughness
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape

Stimulus #1
Shape
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
circle
triangle
square
irregular 1
irregular 2
irregular 3
irregular 1

Material
soft PE foam
medium PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
fine sandpaper
medium sandpaper
coarse sandpaper
coarse sandpaper
brass
hard plastic
semi-hard plastic
hard plastic
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam

Stimulus #2
Shape
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
square
circle
triangle
square
square
irregular 2
irregular 3
irregular 1
irregular 1

Material
medium PE foam
hard PE foam
soft PE foam
hard PE foam
medium sandpaper
coarse sandpaper
medium sandpaper
fine sandpaper
hard plastic
semi-hard plastic
brass
hard plastic
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam
hard PE foam

4.2 Classification evaluation
Results of the classification procedure are presented in
Table 6. For each dimension 56 classifications (7
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participants × 8 trials) were performed.
It seems that the EP classification for the three material
properties is quite consistent. In accordance with
previous studies using observer classifications, we find
the following dimension–EP relations: hardness–pressure,
roughness–lateral motion, and temperature–static contact.
For these, the model predicted the expected EP at least
twice as often as the second most frequent EP.
Furthermore, in 30 out of the 46 non-expected outcomes
made for these three dimensions, the model selected the
expected EP as second best. For the shape dimension, the
results are much less in agreement. During local and
global shape exploration, behavior is most often classified
as either lateral motion or contour following. However,
there is much less consistency in the classification.
It should be noted that it is not possible to evaluate the
accuracy of classification, only the consistency. We cannot
conclude if an unexpected classification of a certain trial is
caused by a failure to recognize the performed EP or that
the participant actually performed an EP different from
what was expected.
Table 6
The frequency of a predicted EP (by the identification model) as a
function of the explored object dimension

predicted EP

dimension
PR

LM SC

EN

CF

total

hardness

50

1

0

5

0

56

roughness

0

36

17

3

0

56

temperature

4

0

36

16

0

56

global shape

0

25

5

12

14

56

local shape

0

18

7

6

25

56

total

54

80

65

42

39

280

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous studies have proposed certain stereotyped
movement patterns called exploratory procedures (EPs)
that appear to be linked to the haptic acquisition of
knowledge concerning specific object dimensions [4].
Currently, classification of human exploratory behavior
into these EPs is performed manually by human
observers [20], [21]. This is a laborious and timeconsuming task.
The main purpose of this study was to quantitatively
investigate several EPs. To that end, an empirical analysis
was performed to examine hand dynamics and contact
force for each. The results of this analysis were then used
to construct an EP identification model capable of
recognizing EPs when they are performed in isolation.
Finally, we tested the applicability of this method for
investigation of human haptic exploratory behavior

during a haptic discrimination task.
In part I hand dynamics and forces are compared
between the following EPs: contour following (CF), pressure
(PR), lateral motion (LM), static contact (SC), and enclosure
(EN). The setup chosen for this study (i.e., raised surfaces)
did not allow for the unsupported holding EP to be
investigated. The results indicate that these five EPs differ
from one another on the tested variables, which are: mean
speed of the index finger, maximum force applied to the
object surface, size of the explored surface area, mean
distance from the object center, and mean pitch angle of
the index finger.
In part II, the results obtained from the empirical
analysis are used to construct an EP identification model.
The combination of normalized variable scores results in
a distinct behavioral profile for each EP that can be used
to classify EPs that are performed in isolation. A simple
comparison between unknown observed behavior and
each profile determines which EP was likely performed.
In order to evaluate the predictive quality of this
classification method, it is applied to data extracted
during EP execution of different participants with several
stimuli. Over 95% of the 160 trials were classified
correctly (the model predicted the EP that participants
were instructed to perform).
Finally, in part III we tested the applicability of this
method by investigating haptic exploratory behavior
during an object discrimination experiment. Participants
made similarity judgments for stimulus pairs based on
one of the following object dimensions: hardness,
roughness, temperature, and shape. Hand dynamics and
contact force were gathered and used to classify the trials
into EPs. The results indicate a fair consistency for the
material
properties:
hardness,
roughness,
and
temperature. These were associated with: pressure, lateral
motion, and static contact, respectively. In contrast, for
the shape discrimination trials the classification was
much less consistent. This observation appears to be in
line with the original classification evaluation by
Lederman and Klatzky [4]. They report higher
interobserver agreement during object matching based on
material properties (80-90%) compared to shape matching
(60-62%). It should be noted here that there is a difference
between executing a movement when asked to perform
that movement (e.g., pressing) as was the case in part I
and II and the situation where such a movement is
needed to gather information concerning a certain object
property (e.g., hardness). The inconsistencies found in the
classification of the discrimination task may reflect this
discrepancy. However, it is also possible that participants
simply employed a different EP from the expected one.
Concluding from the present results, it seems that the
identification of EPs in isolation can be done using only a
few variables extracted from index finger position and
contact force. Furthermore, it seems that the EPs
investigated here are distinct, repeatable and similar
across participants. In contrast, evaluation of EP
classification during a discrimination task is less
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straightforward. In order to assess the accuracy of
classification, it is required to establish which EP (if any)
was actually performed. Therefore, we can only comment
on the consistency of certain EP-property classification
pairs.
With this study we propose a novel quantitative
approach to the challenge of classifying exploratory
behavior. However, it is not yet a widely applicable
solution. Several features could be implemented to
improve its generalizability. During real life object
handling, it does not seem plausible that typical EPs are
executed in an isolated and serial fashion. Rather, it seems
that different dimensions are (in part) assessed
simultaneously. In addition, periods of information
acquisition are often preceded by intervals of inactivity.
Therefore, it would be preferable to divide a manual
exploration episode into different phases. After initial
contact between the hand and the object, the fingers are
positioned such that the planned EP can be optimally
performed. Whenever the required dimension is
sufficiently estimated, repositioning occurs or the hand
moves away. Ideally, we would like a system to recognize
these different phases and extract relevant information
only during the EP execution phases.
Furthermore, future work should investigate haptic
exploratory behavior with 3D objects that can be picked
up and explored bimanually. Consequently, this requires
a different set of parameters that can be used to classify
behavior independent of stimulus type and orientation.
In summary, we have proposed a quantitative
classification approach capable of identifying haptic
exploratory procedures (EPs) performed in isolation. This
method is based on an empirical analysis of several hand
position and force variables, a combination of which can
be used to discriminate between EPs. When applied to
data of isolated EP execution, prediction accuracy exceeds
95% (for different participants and different stimulus
types).
In addition, we evaluated the applicability of the
method to investigate exploratory behavior during haptic
discrimination of several object properties. The results
show that it often predicts the expected EP (based on
previous research) during exploration of material
properties. However, for shape perception the
classification seems much less consistent. In order to be
useful as an automatic classifier during haptic perceptual
tasks, the method needs to be improved and subsequently
validated by comparing it with manual classification.
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